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The Druid Pathby Marah Ellis RyanA collection of short stories set in ancient and modern Ireland
by an American author."This is a collection of short stories set in ancient and modern Ireland, by
a now-forgotten popular author of the early twentieth century, Marah Ellis Ryan. Ryan was a
novelist, actress and activist for Native American rights. This was her only book about Ireland, as
far as I can tell. She tapped a huge body of tales, lore and song which was being rediscovered at
the time by the 'Celtic Twilight' movement. Her social consciousness is in evidence here,
particularly in the latter part of the book which is set in modern (i.e. 1917) Ireland.Ryan's books
are now out of print, although easy to obtain used. Her sentimental prose, which appealed to
contemporary audiences, is now out of style in our cynical age. However, I'm sure that some will
find much to enjoy in this book."The Druid PathThe Enchanting of DoirennLiadan and
KurithirDervail Nan CiarRanduff of CumanacThe Dark Rose.

From the PublisherKessinger Publishing reprints over 1,500 similar titles all available through . --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMarah Ellis Ryan (1860 –
1934) was a popular author, actress and activist for Native Americans at the turn of the 20th
century. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Amy Hataway, “This book is pure enchantment. Step into the world of the prechritian Celts
throgh there lore and legend. Dispite the shakesperian manor the book was written, in 1917, it is
still worth evry miute that is spent reading it.”

lee freeman, “Five Stars. Many thanks”

The book by Marah Ellis Ryan has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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